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Intersecting Matroids by a Hyperplane†
JIRˇI´ T ˚UMA
We present an abstract matroid formulation of the geometric construction of intersecting the
subspaces determined by a finite set of points of a projective space by a hyperplane containing a
modular line spanned by two points of the set. It extends earlier results by Dilworth and the author.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Dilworth truncation is a canonical construction assigning to every matroid M a new ma-
troid M 0 on the set of lines of M . If M is represented as a set of points in a projective space,
then M 0 is represented as the set of intersections of the lines spanned by points of M with a
hyperplane in a general position with respect to M . While this geometric construction can
be carried through with any hyperplane, the algebraic formulation is known only in very
few cases. The problem of finding an abstract formulation of this geometric construction
using a hyperplane in any position with respect to M was raised by Mason in [3]. A special
case when the hyperplane contains one point of M and otherwise is as general as possible,
was also formulated by Lova´sz and solved by the author in [4] in a slightly more general
setting. In this paper we consider another case—the hyperplane of intersection contains a
modular line l of M and otherwise is in a position as general as possible.
The next two sections contain a summary of the basic facts about the Dilworth truncation
and the point truncation studied in [4]. They also introduce the technique used in the proof
of our main result. The main part of the paper is the fourth section, which presents the
line truncation—the algebraic formulation of the geometric construction with the hyperplane
containing a modular line l of M .
We assume familiarity with matroid theory. Our terminology will be standard, the book
of Welsh [5] is the best source of necessary information. We mainly study the lattice of
flats of M , where the lattice operations will be denoted by _ and ^. As usual in matroid
theory, we write S [ t instead of the more precise S [ ftg.
2. DILWORTH TRUNCATION
In this section we summarize the basic facts about the Dilworth truncation of a matroid,
proofs of the results are outlined. Let M be a matroid of rank at least 2. By L we denote
the set of lines of M and by F the lattice of flats of M (we shall also use L M and FM to
emphasize, if necessary, the matroid M).
If S is a subset of L and x 2 F a flat of M , then by Sx we denote the set fm 2 S V m  xg.
The following lemma is obvious.
LEMMA 2.1. For any two flats x; y of M the following holds:
(a) Sx^y D Sx \ Sy ,
(b) Sx_y  Sx [ Sy .
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We define a weight function wS induced by S on F by wS.x/ D r.x/− jSx j − 1:
LEMMA 2.2. Basic properties of the weight function.
(a) wS.x _ y/  wS.x/C wS.y/− wS.x ^ y/ for every S  L and x; y 2 F ,
(b) wS.x _ y/ D wS.x/ C wS.y/ − wS.x ^ y/ if and only if x; y is a modular pair and
Sx_y D Sx [ Sy .
PROOF. (a) We have jSx_y j  jSx j C jSy j − jSx^y j, hence −jSx_y j − 1  −jSx j − 1 −
jSy j − 1C jSx^y j C 1.
From the submodularity of the rank function we obtain r.x _ y/  r.x/Cr.y/−r.x ^ y/.
Summing up the last two inequalities gives the property (a).
(b) The equality holds, if and only if it holds in both inequalities we summed up in the
proof of (a). 2
We say that a set S  L is sparse if wS.x/  0 for all x 6D 0 (here 0 denotes the least
element of F). And if S is sparse, then we say that a flat x 2 F is saturated by S if
wS.x/ D 0.
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a sparse set.
(a) If x; y are flats saturated by S and x ^ y 6D 0, then both x _ y and x ^ y are saturated
by S and Sx_y D Sx [ Sy .
(b) If x; y are different maximal flats saturated by S, then x ^ y D 0.
(c) Every flat saturated by S is contained in a maximal flat saturated by S. In particular,
every point of M is contained in a maximal flat saturated by S.
PROOF. (a) 0  wS.x _ y/  wS.x/ C wS.y/ − wS.x ^ y/  −wS.x ^ y/  0. Hence
wS.x _ y/ D wS.x/C wS.y/− wS.x ^ y/. The rest follows from Lemma 2.2(b).
(b) It follows directly from (a), and (c) is obvious. 2
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a sparse set and t 2 L . Then S[ t is not sparse if and only if there
exists a maximal flat x saturated by S such that t  x .
PROOF. Set T D S [ t . We obtain wT .x/ D wS.x/ if t 6 x , and wT .x/ D wS.x/ − 1
if t  x . If T is not sparse, then there is a flat x such that wT .x/ < 0. Hence t  x and
wS.x/ D 0. By Lemma 2.3(c), x is contained in a maximal flat saturated by S.
The converse is obvious. 2
THEOREM 2.5.
(a) The set of sparse sets is the set of independent sets of a matroid M 0 on the set L .
(b) If S is sparse and t 2 L , then t depends on S in M 0 if and only if there exists a maximal
flat x saturated by S such that t  x .
(c) Two sparse sets S; T generate the same flat in the matroid M 0 if and only if the set of
maximal flats saturated by S coincides with the set of maximal flats saturated by T .
PROOF. (a) Since a subset of a sparse set is sparse and the empty set is also sparse, the
only thing which must be proved is the exchange axiom, i.e., if S; T are sparse sets and
jSj < jT j, then there exists t 2 T such that S [ t is sparse.
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Let x1; : : : ; xk be all maximal flats saturated by S. Then S [ t is not sparse if and only
if t  xi for some i D 1; : : : ; k. However, wT .xi /  0, which means jTxi j  r.xi / − 1.




On the other hand, every s 2 S is contained in some xi , by Lemma 2.3(c). The sets
Sxi , i D 1; : : : ; k, are mutually disjoint, by Lemma 2.3(b). Hence jSj D
Pk





Since jT j > jSj, there exists t 2 T such that S [ t is sparse.
(b) It follows from part (a) and Lemma 2.4.
(c) If the maximal flats saturated by S coincide with those ones saturated by T , then
m 2 L depends on S if and only if it depends on T . This proves that both S and T generate
the same flat in M 0.
Now suppose that S and T generate the same flat in M 0. Denote by x1; : : : ; xk the
maximal flats saturated by S. Then the sets Txi , i D 1; : : : ; xk , are mutually disjoint and
jTxi j  r.xi /− 1. Since jSj D jT j and jSj D
Pk
iD1.r.xi /− 1/, we obtain jTxi j D r.xi /− 1
for all i D 1; : : : ; k. Hence every xi is saturated by T , therefore it is contained in a maximal
flat saturated by T . In the same way, we prove that every maximal flat saturated by T is
contained in a maximal flat saturated by S. It proves that the set of maximal flats saturated
by S is the same as the set of maximal flats saturated by T . 2
The last theorem summarizes the basic facts about independent sets in the Dilworth
truncation M 0 of a matroid M . With every independent set S there is associated a set of
‘critical flats’—the set of maximal flats saturated by S—such that a line t 2 L depends on
S if and only if it is contained in one of the critical flats. The generalizations of Dilworth
truncation we are going to describe have similar properties.
3. POINT TRUNCATIONS
In this section we describe another type of a truncation of a matroid. The construction
was studied in [4]. Let C be a non-trivial modular cut in a matroid M , i.e., a collection
C 6D F of flats of M closed upwards (that is if y  x 2 C , then y 2 C) and such that if
x; y 2 C and r.x _ y/C r.x ^ y/ D r.x/C r.y/, then also x ^ y 2 C . As a special case, we
may consider the modular cut Cx of all flats containing a given flat x 2 FM . Of particular
interest will be modular cuts C p, where p is a point of M .
From now on in this section, we assume that a non-trivial modular cut C of M is given. A
pair x; y 2 C , both x and y of rank at least 2, is called a point decomposition of C (shortly
a decomposition) if r.x _ y/ D r.x/C r.y/− 1. As r.x ^ y/  r.x/C r.y/− r.x _ y/ D 1,
we have just two possibilities for a decomposition of C . Either x ^ y is a point, say p, of
M and then x; y is a modular pair and C D C p, or x^ y D 0 and x; y is not a modular pair.
A sparse set S  L is called C-sparse if wS.x/CwS.y/  1 for every (point) decompo-
sition x; y of C . For a geometrical justification of this definition see [4]. We shall prove
that C-sparse sets are independent sets of a matroid MC . As in the first section, the only
non-trivial fact to prove is the exchange axiom. This was proved in [4] but we outline here
a different and technically more efficient proof.
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One part of the exchange axiom follows immediately from the second section.
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a C-sparse set such that there is no x 2 C saturated by S and of
rank at least 2. Then
(a) for every t 2 L − S the set S [ t is not C-sparse if and only if it is not sparse,
(b) if T is also C-sparse and jSj < jT j, then there is t 2 T such that S [ t is C-sparse.
PROOF. (a) If S[ t is not sparse, then it is not C-sparse. If T D S[ t is sparse but not C-
sparse, take a decomposition x; y of C such that wT .x/CwT .y/ D 0. Since wS.z/  1 for
every z 2 C of rank at least 2, we have t  x; y. Hence r.x_ y/  r.x/Cr.y/−r.x^ y/ 
r.x/Cr.y/−2, contrary to our assumption that x; y was a decomposition of C . This proves
that S [ t is C-sparse.
(b) Repeat the argument from the proof of Theorem 2.5(a). 2
Suppose now that there is x 2 C saturated by S and of rank at least 2. If y is another
such flat, then x; y is not a decomposition of C . This means r.x _ y/  r.x/ C r.y/ − 2.
Since x; y is a modular pair by Lemma 2.3(a), we obtain r.x ^ y/  2, x ^ y 2 C and
wS.x ^ y/ D wS.x _ y/ D 0. This proves the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose there is x 2 C saturated by S and of rank at least 2. Then there
are n; N 2 C , n  N , r.n/  2, wS.n/ D wS.N / D 0, and if y 2 C is of rank at least 2 and
saturated by S, then n  y  N .
The flats n; N will be referred to as the least and the greatest element of C saturated by S.
LEMMA 3.3. Let S be C-sparse and x 2 C , w.x/ D 1. If x; n is a decomposition of C ,
then either x  N or x; N is also a decomposition of C .
PROOF. If w.x _ N / D 0, then x _ N  N , i.e., x  N . So suppose that w.x _ N /  1.
If x; N is not a decomposition of C , then r.x _ N /  r.x/ C r.N / − 2. Hence, 1 
w.x _ N / D r.x _ N /− jSx_N j − 1  r.x/C r.N / − 2− jSx [ SN j − 1 D r.x/− jSx j −
1 C r.N / − jSN j − 1 C jSx \ SN j − 1 D w.x/ C w.N / C jSx^N j − 1 D jSx^N j. It proves
r.x ^ N /  2, hence w.x ^ N /  0. From w.x _ N / C w.x ^ N /  w.x/ C w.N / D 1
we conclude w.x ^ N / D 0 and x; N is a modular pair. Therefore x ^ N 2 C . It proves
x ^ N  n. But then r.x _ n/ D r.x/  r.x/ C r.n/ − 2, contrary to our assumption that
x; n is a decomposition of C . 2
LEMMA 3.4. If w.x/ D 1, x 6 N and x; n is not a decomposition of C , then n  x and
thus Sn  Sx .
PROOF. We can repeat the calculation from the beginning of the previous proof with n
instead of N to obtain jSx^nj  1. This proves r.x ^ n/  2, hence w.x ^ n/  0. Also
w.x _ n/ C w.x ^ n/  w.x/ C w.n/ D 1. Since x 6 N , we obtain x _ n 6 N , hence
w.x _ n/  1. Thus w.x ^ n/ D 0 and x  x ^ n  n by Lemma 3.2. 2
LEMMA 3.5. Let x; N and y; N be two decompositions of C , w.x/ D w.y/ D 1. If
r.x ^ y/  2, then w.x _ y/ D 1 and x _ y; N is a decomposition of C .
PROOF. We have w.x ^ y/  0. Since w.x ^ y/ C w.x _ y/  w.x/ C w.y/ D 2 and
neither x  n nor y  n, we obtain w.x ^ y/ D w.x _ y/ D 1. Also x; y is a modular
pair and by Lemma 2.2(b) Sx_y D Sx [ Sy . Since both Sx and Sy are disjoint with Sn , we
obtain Sx_y \ Sn D ;. As x _ y 6 N , we obtain that n; x _ y is a decomposition of C , by
Lemma 3.4. Then Lemma 3.3 gives that N ; x _ y is a decomposition of C . 2
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Next we define flats C-saturated by S. Every flat saturated by S is also C-saturated by S.
Moreover, if there is a flat of C saturated by S and of rank at least 2, then every x 2 FM
such that N ; x is a decomposition of C and wS.x/ D 1 is also called C-saturated by S.
Obviously, N is a maximal flat C-saturated by S (recall that we assume that C contains
a flat saturated by S and of rank at least 2). Let x0 D N ; x1; : : : ; xl be all maximal flats
C-saturated by S.
LEMMA 3.6. Let xi ; x j be two different maximal flats C-saturated by S. Then r.xi ^ x j /
 1.
PROOF. The proof requires us to consider several cases. If xi D N and xi ; x j is a
decomposition of C , then r.xi ^ x j /  1 by the very definition of a decomposition of C .
If xi D N and x j 62 C , then x j is a maximal flat saturated by S. Hence xi ^ x j D 0, by
Lemma 2.3(b).
If xi ; x j are such that both N ; xi and N ; x j are decompositions of C , then r.xi ^ x j /  1
by Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 2.3(b) also proves that xi ^ x j D 0 if neither xi 2 C nor x j 2 C .
Finally, suppose N ; xi is a decomposition of C and x j 62 C . If r.xi ^ x j /  1, then
w.xi ^ x j / C w.xi _ x j /  w.xi / C w.x j / D 1 C 0 D 1. As xi _ x j 6 N , we obtain
w.xi ^ x j / D 0 and w.xi _ x j / D 1. Hence xi ; x j is a modular pair and Sxi_x j D Sxi [ Sx j ,
by Lemma 2.2(b). As neither Sxi nor Sx j intersect Sn , we obtain that n; xi _ x j is a
decomposition of C and w.xi _ x j / D 1, by Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 3.3, N ; xi _ x j is also
a decomposition of C , therefore xi _ x j is C-saturated by S. This is in contradiction with
the maximality of both xi and x j , and this contradiction proves that xi ^ x j D 0. 2
LEMMA 3.7. Let S be a C-sparse set such that there exists a flat x 2 C of rank at least
2 and saturated by S. For t 2 L − S, the set S [ t is not C-sparse if and only if there exists
a maximal flat x C-saturated by S such that t  x .
PROOF. If t  x for a maximal flat x C-saturated by S, then either T D S[t is not sparse
(if x is saturated by S) or N ; x is a decomposition of C such that wT .N /CwT .x/ D 0. In
both cases T is not C-sparse.
Suppose now that T D S [ t is not C-sparse. If T is not sparse, then there is a flat y
saturated by S and containing t . As y is C-saturated by S, there is a maximal flat x  y  t
C-saturated by S. If T is sparse but not C-sparse, then there exists a decomposition z; y
of C such that wT .z/ D wT .y/ D 0, but wS.z/ D 0 and wS.y/ D 1. It follows that t  y.
Since n  z, we have a decomposition n; y of C satisfying wS.n/ D 0 and wS.y/ D 1. By
Lemma 3.3, either y  N or y; N is a decomposition of C . In the first case, t  N D x0 and
in the second case y is C-saturated by S, thus t  y  x for a maximal flat x C-saturated
by S. 2
THEOREM 3.8.
(a) The set of C-sparse sets is the set of independent sets of a matroid MC on L .
(b) If S is C-sparse and t 2 L , then t depends on S in MC if and only if there is a maximal
flat x C-saturated by S such that t  x .
(c) Two C-sparse sets S; T generate the same flat of MC if and only if the set of maximal
flats C-saturated by S coincides with the set of maximal flats C-saturated by T .
PROOF. (a) To prove the exchange axiom suppose that S; T are C-sparse and jSj < jT j.
If there is no x 2 C of rank at least 2 and saturated by S, then the existence of t 2 T such
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that S [ t is C-sparse is proved in Lemma 3.1(b). So suppose that C contains a flat of rank
at least 2 and saturated by S. Let x0 D N ; x1; : : : ; xk are all maximal flats C-saturated by
S, and let x0; : : : ; xl be those maximal flats C-saturated by S which belong to the modular
cut C . Hence wS.x0/ D wS.xlC1/ D    D wS.xk/ D 0, while wS.x1/ D wS.x2/ D    D
wS.xl/ D 1. Since r.xi ^ x j /  1 for any two different i; j , we obtain that the sets Sxi ,
i D 0; : : : ; k, are mutually disjoint. Moreover, jSxi j D r.xi /− 1 if i D 0; l C 1; : : : ; k, and
jSx j j D r.x j /− 2 if j D 1; : : : ; l. It proves that jSj D
Pk
iD0 jSxi j D
Pk
iD0.r.xi /− 1/− l.
Now let us count the number of t 2 T such that S [ t is not C-sparse. By the previous
lemma, any such t is below some xi , i D 0; 1; : : : ; k, and by Lemma 3.6, the xi is uniquely
determined by the line t . Moreover, since T is sparse, we obtain that the number of t  xi
is at most r.xi / − 1. Thus, the number of the lines t contained in one of the elements xi
is at most
Pk
iD0.r.xi / − 1/. Finally, since xi ; x j is a decomposition of C for any pair of
different i; j D 0; : : : ; l, at most one of xi , i D 0; : : : ; l, can be saturated by T . Hence,
the number of the lines t 2 T contained in one of the elements xi is reduced further by
l to
Pk
iD0.r.xi / − 1/ − l D jSj. Since jSj < jT j, there exists t 2 T such that t 6 xi for
i D 0; : : : ; k, which means that S [ t is C-sparse.
(b) This follows from Lemma 3.7.
(c) The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.5(c). 2
4. LINE TRUNCATIONS
In this section we assume that l is a modular line of a matroid M ; that is, we have
r.l _ x/C r.l ^ x/ D r.l/C r.x/ for every flat x 2 FM . The modular cut of M consisting
of all flats of M containing the line l will be denoted by Cl . For every point p 2 l, we also
have the modular cut C p  Cl consisting of all flats of M containing p. If x is a flat of M
such that r.x _ l/ D r.x/ C 1, then from the modularity of l we obtain that r.x ^ l/ D 1,
hence x^l is in fact a point p 2 l. It proves x 2 C p for some p 2 l. If p; q 2 l are different,
then p_q D l and C p \Cq D Cl . Let us denote by C the set of all modular cuts C p, p 2 l.
Now assume that the matroid M is represented as a set of points in a projective space
P . Let H be a hyperplane in P containing the line l and otherwise in a position as
general as possible. Every line m of M different from l intersects the hyperplane H in
a point and defines in this way a point in the truncation of M . Let S  L M − l be
a set of lines of M . We want to find conditions under which the intersections of lines
of S with H are independent in H . As shown in [4], the set S must be C p-sparse for
every C p 2 C. Suppose further that x; y 6D l are two elements of Cl and x ^ y D l.
The intersections of x; y with H have ranks r.x/ − 1 and r.y/ − 1, respectively. Both
intersections contain the line l, hence the subspaces x \ H and y \ H are contained in
a subspace of rank at most r.x/ − 1 C r.y/ − 1 − 2 D r.x/ C r.y/ − 4. The number
of lines of S contained in the flat x is given by jSx j D r.x/ − 1 − wS.x/, and similarly,
jSy j D r.y/ − 1 − wS.y/. As x ^ y D l and l 62 S, we have Sx \ Sy D ;. And since
each line of Sx and Sy intersects H in the subspace spanned by x \ H and y \ H , we have
jSx jCjSy j D r.x/Cr.y/−2−wS.x/−wS.y/  r.x/Cr.y/−4. It proves wS.x/CwS.y/  2.
Similarly, we can prove wS.x/CwS.y/CwS.z/  4 for every three elements x; y; z 2 Cl
different from l and such that x ^ y D x ^ z D y ^ z D l. Indeed, the sets Sx ; Sy; Sz are
mutually disjoint by the same argument as above. Every m 2 Sx intersects H in a point
belonging to the subspace x \ H of rank r.x/ − 1, and similarly, every m 2 Sy intersects
H in a point of y \ H of rank r.y/− 1 and every m 2 Sz intersects H in a point of z \ H
of rank r.z/− 1. Hence all elements of Sx [ Sy [ Sz intersect H in a subspace of rank at
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most r.x/C r.y/C r.z/− 7. Hence jSx j C jSy j C jSz j D r.x/C r.y/C r.z/− 3−wS.x/−
wS.y/− wS.z/  r.x/C r.y/C r.z/− 7, which means wS.x/C wS.y/C wS.z/  4.
These observations lead to the following abstract formulation of the problem. Let M be
a matroid of rank at least 3, and let l be a modular line of M . By C we denote the set of
modular cuts C p of M , p 2 l. We have that C p \ Cq D Cl for any two different points
p; q 2 l. A set S  L M − l is called C-sparse if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) S is C p-sparse for every p 2 l,
(ii) if x; y 2 Cl are different from l and x ^ y D l, then wS.x/C wS.y/  2,
(iii) if x; y; z 2 Cl are different from l and x ^ y D x ^ z D y ^ z D l, then wS.x/ C
wS.y/C wS.z/  4.
We shall prove that C-sparse sets are independent sets of a matroid MC on the set L M− l.
First of all we divide the proof into four independent cases.
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a C-sparse set. Then one and only one of the following four cases
occurs:
A: there is an elements x > l of Cl saturated by S,
B: there is no element x > l saturated by S but there are two different elements x; y > l
such that x ^ y D l and wS.x/ D wS.y/ D 1,
C: neither A nor B occurs and there exists exactly one C p 2 C containing an element
x > p saturated by S,
D: none of the three cases A, B, C occurs.
PROOF. It suffices to prove is that if two different modular cuts C p;Cq 2 C contain flats
of rank at least two saturated by S, then either A or B occurs. So suppose that x 2 C p,
y 2 Cq , r.x/; r.y/ > 1 are saturated by S. If x D y, then x 2 C p \ Cq D Cl is saturated
by S. Since l 62 S, we have x > l and the case A occurs.
Now suppose that there is no element of Cl saturated by S and consider the flats x _
l; y _ l 2 Cl . We have r.x _ l/ D r.x/ C 1 and 1  w.x _ l/ D r.x _ l/ − jSx_l j − 1 
r.x/ C 1 − jSx j − 1 D w.x/ C 1 D 1. It proves w.x _ l/ D 1 and Sx_l D Sx . Similarly,
w.y _ l/ D 1 and Sy_l D Sy . Since x ^ y D 0 (otherwise w.x _ y/ D 0 and x _ y 2 Cl ),
we have Sx \ Sy D ;. If .x _ l/ ^ .y _ l/ > l, i.e., r..x _ l/ ^ .y _ l//  3, we obtain
0  w.x _ y _ l/  w.x _ l/Cw.y _ l/−w..x _ l/^ .y _ l// D 1C 1− r..x _ l/^ .y _ l//
CjSx_l \ Sy_l j C 1  3 − 3 D 0. It proves w.x _ y _ l/ D 0, contrary to our assumption.
Hence .x _ l/ ^ .y _ l/ D l and we have case B. 2
As in the previous two sections, we find in each of the four cases a set of critical flats
such that for a line t 2 L M − S the set S [ t is not C-sparse if and only if t is contained in
one of the critical flats.
4.1. Case A. We assume that there is x > l saturated by S.
LEMMA 4.2. There are elements n; N > l saturated by S such that n  N , and for every
x > l saturated by S it is true that n  x  N .
PROOF. If x; y > l are saturated by S, then x ^ y > 0, hence both x ^ y and x _ y are
saturated by S. As w.x/ C w.y/ D 0, we obtain x ^ y > l since S satisfies the condition
(ii). Now let n be the intersection of all elements x > l saturated by S. Then n > l by what
we have just proved. Finally, we set N as the join of all elements x > l saturated by S. 2
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LEMMA 4.3. Let y > l and w.y/ D 1. Then either y  n or y  N .
PROOF. Suppose y 6 N . Then y_N > N and 1  w.y_N /  w.y/Cw.N /−w.y^N /
 1 C 0 − w.y ^ N /  1, since y ^ N  l > 0. It proves w.y ^ N / D 0, hence
y  y ^ N  n. 2
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that x > l, w.x/ D 2 and x ^ N > l. Then Sx \ SN 6D ;.
PROOF. Since r.x ^ N / > 2, we obtain 1  w.x _ N /  w.x/C w.N /− w.x ^ N / D
2C 0− w.x ^ N / D 2− r.x ^ N /C jSx^N j C 1  jSx \ SN j. 2
LEMMA 4.5. If x; y > l satisfy w.x/ D w.y/ D 2, x ^ N D y ^ N D l and x ^ y > l,
then w.x _ y/ D 2 and .x _ y/ ^ N D l.
PROOF. Since l 62 S, we obtain Sx \ SN D Sy \ SN D ;, hence .Sx [ Sy/ \ SN D ;.
Moreover, x ^ y ^ N D l, therefore w.x ^ y/  2, by Lemma 4.3. Then w.x _ y/ 
w.x/C w.y/− w.x ^ y/  2.
If w.x_y/ D 1, then by Lemma 4.3, either x_y  n or x_y  N . The latter possibility is
ruled out by the assumption x ^N D y^N D l, while the former one leads to contradiction
in a more complicated way. Suppose n  x _ y, then we have Sn  Sx_y . But r.n/  3,
which means jSnj D r.n/−w.n/−1  3−0−1 D 2. Hence jSx_y j− jSx [ Sy j  jSnj  2.
Therefore, 1 D w.x _ y/ D r.x _ y/−jSx_y j−1  r.x/Cr.y/−r.x ^ y/−jSx [ Sy j−3 D
.r.x/− jSx j − 1/C .r.y/− jSy j − 1/− .r.x ^ y/− jSx^y j − 1/− 2  2C 2− 2− 2 D 0.
This contradiction proves w.x _ y/ D 2. But then w.x _ y/ D w.x/Cw.y/−w.x ^ y/,
therefore Sx_y D Sx [ Sy , by Lemma 2.2(b). As .Sx [ Sy/ \ SN D ;, the previous lemma
gives .x _ y/ ^ N D l. 2
Now we set x1 D N and let x2; : : : ; xk be all maximal flats satisfying the conditions
w.x/ D 2 and x ^ N D l. We shall prove that the flats x1; x2; : : : ; xk are critical flats in
Case A. It means that if we add a line t 2 L M − .S [ l/ to S, then S [ t is not C-sparse if
and only if t  xi for some i D 1; : : : ; k. This will be proved in the next series of lemmas.
LEMMA 4.6. Let x > l be an element of Cl such that x ^ n D l and w.x/ D 2. Then
either x  N or x ^ N D l.
PROOF. Suppose x ^ N > l. Then, as x 6 n, w.x ^ N /  1. It follows that 1 
w.x ^ N /  w.x/C w.N /− w.x _ N / D 2− w.x _ N /. Thus w.x _ N /  1.
If w.x _ N / D 0, then x  x _ N  N . If w.x _ N / D 1, then w.x ^ N / D 1. It
follows that n; x ^ N > l are two flats of M such that n ^ .x ^ N /  n ^ x D l and
w.n/ C w.x ^ N / D 0 C 1 D 1, contrary to condition (ii) defining C-sparse sets. This
contradiction proves that the possibility w.x _ N / D 1 can never occur. Hence either
x  N or x ^ N D l. 2
LEMMA 4.7. Let x; y; z > l be such that x ^ y D x ^ z D y ^ z D l, w.x/ D w.y/ D 1
and w.z/ D 2. Then either z  N or z ^ N D l.
PROOF. Since S is a C-sparse set, we obtain from condition (i) defining C-sparse sets
that both x ^ n > l and y ^ n > l. Then, by Lemma 4.3, we may conclude that x  N and
y  N . The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6.
Suppose z^N > l. Then, since z 6 n (because both x and y intersect n in a flat properly
containing l and z ^ x D z ^ y D l), we obtain w.z ^ N /  1. Then 1  w.z ^ N / 
w.z/C w.N /− w.z _ N / D 2− w.z _ N /. It follows that w.z _ N /  1.
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If w.z _ N / D 0, then z _ N  N and this proves z  N . If w.z _ N / D 1, then
w.z ^ N / D 1. Since r.z ^ N /  3, we obtain z ^ N > l. Then x; y; z ^ N > l,
x ^ y D x ^ .z ^ N / D y ^ .z ^ N / D l, and w.x/ D w.y/ D w.z ^ N / D 1, contrary to
condition (iii) defining C-sparse sets. 2
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose p 2 l and x > p. If w.x/ D 1 and x ^ N D p, then either
x _ l  N or w.x _ l/ D 2 and .x _ l/ ^ N D l.
PROOF. We have w.x _ l/  w.x/Cw.l/−w.x _ l/  w.x/C 1  2. If w.x _ l/ D 0,
then x _ l  N . If w.x _ l/ D 1, then, by Lemma 4.3, either x _ l  N or x _ l  n. The
latter possibility is ruled out in the following way. As w.x _ l/ D w.x/ D r.x/− jSx j − 1
and r.x _ l/ D r.x/ C 1 (since x ^ l=p), we have jSx_l j − jSx j D 1. On the other hand,
Sn  Sx_l − Sx and jSnj  2. This contradiction rules out the possibility x _ l  n.
Finally, suppose w.x _ l/ D 2. Then Sx_l D Sx . If .x _ l/^ N > l, then Sx_l \ SN 6D ;,
by Lemma 4.4. Thus Sx \ SN 6D ;, contrary to the assumption x ^ N D p. It proves
.x _ l/ ^ N D l. 2
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose x 62 C p for any p 2 l and w.x/ D 0. Then either x _ l  N or
w.x _ l/ D 2 and .x _ l/ ^ N D l.
PROOF. We have r.x _ l/  r.x/ C 2, hence w.x _ l/ D r.x _ l/ − jSx_l j − 1 
r.x/C 2− jSx j − 1  w.x/C 2 D 2. More exactly, w.x _ l/C jSx_l j − jSx j  2.
If w.x _ l/ D 0, then x _ l  N . If w.x _ l/ D 1, then either x _ l  N or x _ l 
n. If the latter possibility occurs, then Sn  Sx_l − Sx . Since jSnj  2, we obtain
w.x _ l/C jSx_l j − jSx j  1C jSnj  3, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose w.x _ l/ D 2. Then Sx_l D Sx . If .x _ l/^ N > l, then Sx_l \ SN 6D ;,
by Lemma 4.4, hence also Sx \ SN 6D ;. But then x ^ N > 0, and w.x _ N / D 0, by
Lemma 2.3(a). It proves x _ N  N , hence x  N and also x _ l  N . 2
THEOREM 4A. Suppose that S is a C-sparse set such that there exists a flat x > l saturated
by S. Set x1 D N and let x2; : : : ; xk be all maximal flats satisfying the conditions w.z/ D 2
and z ^ N D l. Then
(a) the set S [ t , where t 2 L M − .S [ l/ is not C-sparse if and only if t  xi for some
i D 1; : : : ; k.
(b) If S; T are C-sparse and jSj < jT j, then there exists t 2 T − S such that S [ t is
C-sparse.
PROOF. (a) There are four possibilities how S [ t can fail to be C-sparse.
(1) The set S [ t is not sparse. It means that t  z for some flat z saturated by S. If
z 6 p for any p 2 l, then, by Lemma 4.9, either z _ l  N D x1 or wS.z _ l/ D 2
and .z _ l/ ^ N D l. In the former case, t  z  z _ l  N D x1. In the latter one,
z  z _ l  xi for some i D 2; : : : ; k.
(2) The set S [ t is sparse but it is not C p-sparse for some p 2 l. In this case, there
exists z 2 C p such that wS.z/ D 1, z ^ N D p and t  z. By Lemma 4.8, either
z  z _ l  N D x1 or wS.z _ l/ D 2 and .z _ l/ ^ N D l. Hence z  z _ l  xi for
some i D 2; : : : ; k.
(3) The set S [ t is C p-sparse for every p 2 l but it fails to satisfy condition (ii). Then
there are two possibilities. There are elements y; z > l such that y^ z D l, t  z, and
either wS.y/ D wS.z/ D 1 or wS.y/ D 0 and wS.z/ D 2. In the first case, we obtain
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from condition (ii) of the definition of C-sparse sets that y ^ n; x ^ n > l. Hence
neither y nor z contains n. Thus y; z  N D x1, by Lemma 4.4. In the second one
we may assume y D n. By Lemma 4.6, either z  N D x1 or z ^ N D l. But then
t  z  xi for some i D 2; : : : ; k.
(4) The set S [ t is C p-sparse for all p 2 l but fails to satisfy condition (iii). It means
that there are x; y; z > l such that x ^ y D x ^ z D y ^ z D l, wS.x/ D wS.y/ D 1,
wS.z/ D 2, and t  z. By Lemma 4.7, either z  N D x1 or t  z  xi for some
i D 2; : : : ; k.
Conversely, if t  x1 D N , then the set T D S [ t is not sparse, since wS.N / D 0 and
wT .N / D −1. And if t  xi for some i D 2; : : : ; k, then T fails to satisfy condition (ii).
For wT .N / D 0, wT .xi / D 1 and N ^ xi D l (see Lemma 4.6).
(b) We have xi ^ x j D l for all pairs of different indices i; j D 1; : : : ; k, by Lemma 4.6.
Hence Sxi \ Sx j D ;. Thus jSj D
Pk
iD1 jSxi j, since w.s/ D 0 for every s 2 S, hence s  xi
for some i D 1; : : : ; k by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6.
Since jSxi j D −wS.xi /Cr.xi /−1, we obtain jSj D
Pk
iD1.r.xi /−3/C2. By part (a), S [ t
is not C-sparse if and only if t  xi for some i D 1; : : : ; k. For every i D 1; : : : ; k we have
jTxi j D −wT .xi /C r.xi /− 1. Since T is sparse, we have wT .xi /  0 for all i , and because
T is C-sparse it satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii). If wT .xi / D 0 for some i D 1; : : : ; k, then
wT .x j /  2 for all j 6D i . Hence PkjD1 jTx j j PkiD1.r.xi /− 3/C 2 D jSj in this case. If
wT .xi / D wT .x j / D 1, then by condition (iii), wT .xm/  2 for all m 6D i; j . Thus, also in
this case, we obtain
Pk
mD1 jTxm j 
Pk
mD1.r.xm/− 3/C 2 D jSj. Therefore, in both cases,
the number of those t 2 T such that S [ t is not C-sparse is at most jSj. Since jSj < jT j,
there exists t 2 T such that S [ t is C-sparse. 2
4.2. Case B. Recall that in this case we assume that there is no element x > l saturated
by S but there are two flats x; y > l such that x ^ y D l and wS.x/ D wS.y/ D 1. Every
such pair will be called 1-pair in Cl . A 1-pair x; y is called maximal if for every 1-pair
u; v such that u  x and v  y we have u D x and v D y. First of all we prove that there
is a unique maximal 1-pair in Cl .
LEMMA 4.10. Let x; y > l be two elements of Cl , x; y > l. If w.x/ D w.y/ D 1, then
w.x _ y/ D w.x ^ y/ D 1 and Sx_y D Sx [ Sy .
PROOF. Since there is no flat of Cl saturated by S, we have that w.x _ y/  1 and
w.x ^ y/  1. Hence 1  w.x _ y/  w.x/C w.y/− w.x ^ y/  1C 1− 1 D 1 and the
equality holds everywhere. The rest follows from Lemma 2.2(b). 2
LEMMA 4.11. Suppose that x; y is a maximal 1-pair in Cl and u; v is another 1-pair in
Cl . Then either u  x and v  y or v  x and u  y.
PROOF. If both x^u > l and y^u > l, then, by Lemma 4.10, w.x^u/ D w.y^u/ D 1.
Since also w.v/ D 1 and .x ^ u/ ^ .y ^ u/ D x ^ u ^ v D y ^ u ^ v D l, we obtain a
contradiction with condition (iii) defining C-sparse sets.
If x ^ u D y ^ u D l, then x; y; u > l and w.x/ D w.y/ D w.u/ D 1, again contrary to
condition (iii).
So we can assume that, for example, x ^ u > l, y ^ v > l and x ^ v D y ^ u D l. Then
Sx \ Sv D Sx \ Sy D ;, hence Sx \ .Sv [ Sy/ D Sx \ Sy_v D ;. Since w.y _ v/ D 1, by
Lemma 4.10, and w.x ^ .y _ v// D 1, we obtain x ^ .y _ v/ D l. Thus x; y _ v is a 1-pair.
Since x; y is a maximal 1-pair, we obtain y _ v D y, i.e., v  y. The inequality u  x is
proved in exactly the same way. 2
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LEMMA 4.12. Let x; y be the unique maximal 1-pair. Then there are elements x0; y0 > l,
x0  x , y0  y such that w.x0/ D w.y0/ D 1 and for every u; v > l, u  x , v  y satisfying
w.u/ D w.v/ D 1 it follows that u  x0, v  y0.
PROOF. If z1; z2 > l are such that w.z1/ D w.z2/ D 1 and z1; z2  x , then z1 ^ z2 > l,
otherwise the elements y; z1; z2 would contradict condition (iii). By Lemma 4.10, we obtain
w.z1 ^ z2/ D 1. Hence, the meet x0 of all flats z > l such that z  x and w.z/ D 1 is still
larger than l and w.x0/ D 1. Similarly, y0 is the meet of all flats u > l such that u  y
and w.u/ D 1. 2
LEMMA 4.13. Let x; y be the maximal 1-pair and z > l such that w.z/ D 1. Then either
z  x or z  y or z ^ x  x0 and z ^ y  y0.
PROOF. By condition (iii), either z ^ x > l or z ^ y > l or both. In the first case, we
obtain w.z ^ x/ D w.z _ x/ D 1 and Sz_x D Sz [ Sx by Lemma 4.10. If in this case
z^ y D l, then Sz_x \ Sy D ;, thus .z_ x/^ y D l, since w..z_ x/^ y/ D 1. Thus z_ x; y
is a 1-pair and therefore z  z _ x  x . If z ^ y > l, then similarly, w.z ^ y/  1. By
Lemma 4.12, we obtain z ^ x  x0 and z ^ y  y0.
The case z ^ y > l is dealt with similarly. 2
LEMMA 4.14. Let x; y be the maximal 1-pair, x0  x and y0  y as in Lemma 4.12. If
w.z/ D 2 for some z > l such that z ^ x0 D z ^ y0 D l, then either z  x or z  y or
z ^ x D z ^ y D l.
PROOF. Suppose that z ^ x > l. Since z ^ x 6 x0, we have w.z ^ x/  2. Then 1 
w.z_x/  w.z/Cw.x/−w.z^x/  2C1−2 D 1, hence w.z_x/ D 1 and Sz_x D Sz[Sx .
If .z _ x/^ y D l, then z _ x; y is a 1-pair and, by Lemma 4.11, z _ x  x , i.e., z  x . So
suppose that .z_x/^y > l. Then w..z_x/^y/ D 1 by Lemma 1.2. Hence .z_x/^y  y0,
by Lemma 4.13. It follows Sy0  Sz_x \ Sy D .Sz \ Sy/ [ .Sx \ Sy/ D Sz^y  Sz . Hence
Sy0 D Sy0 \ Sz D Sy0^z . Since Sy0 6D ;, we obtain y0 ^ z > l, a contradiction. Thus
z ^ x D l.
The case z ^ y > l is analogous. 2
LEMMA 4.15. Let x; y be the maximal 1-pair, x0  x and y0  y as in Lemma 4.12. If
z > l is such that w.z/ D 2, z 6 x , z 6 y and z ^ x0 > l, then either Sz \ Sx0 6D ; or
Sz \ Sy0 6D ;.
PROOF. Suppose that Sz ^ Sx0 D ;. Then w.z ^ x0/ D r.z ^ x0/ − jSz^x0 j − 1 D
r.z ^ x0/ − 1  2. Hence 1  w.z _ x0/  w.z/ C w.x0/ − w.z ^ x0/  2 C 1 − 2 D 1.
It follows that w.z _ x0/ D 1 and Sz_x0 D Sz [ Sx0 by Lemma 2.2(b). By Lemma 4.13,
.z_ x0/^ y  y0. Thus Sz_x0 \ Sy0 D .Sz [ Sx0/\ Sy0 6D ;. Since Sx0 \ Sy0 D ;, we obtain; 6D Sy0 \ Sz . 2
LEMMA 4.16. Let x; y be the maximal 1-pair, w.z/ D w.u/ D 2, z^x D z^ y D u^x D
u ^ y D l and z ^ u > l. Then w.z _ u/ D 2 and .z _ u/ ^ x D .z _ u/ ^ y D l.
PROOF. Since .z^u/^ x D .z^u/^ y D x^ y D l and w.x/ D w.y/ D 1, condition (iii)
defining C-sparse sets implies w.z^u/  2. Thus w.z_u/  w.z/Cw.u/−w.z^u/  2.
Suppose that w.z _ u/ D 1. Then, jSz_u j − jSz [ Su j D jSz_u j − jSz j − jSu j C jSz^u j D
r.z _ u/−w.z _ u/− 1− r.z/Cw.z/C 1− r.u/Cw.u/C 1C r.z ^ u/−w.z ^ u/− 1 D
r.z _ u/C r.z ^ u/− r.z/− r.u/− 1C 2C 2− w.z ^ u/  −3C 4 D 1.
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On the other hand, z _ u  x0; y0 by Lemma 4.13. Since both z ^ x0 D z ^ y0 D l and
u ^ x0 D u ^ y0 D l, we have Sz \ Sx0 D Sz \ Sy0 D ; D Su \ Sx0 D Su \ Sy0 . Thus
Sx0  Sz_u− .Sz [ Su/ and Sy0  Sz_u− .Sz [ Su/. Since Sx0 6D ; 6D Sy0 and Sx0 \ Sy0 D ;,
we obtain jSz_u j − jSz [ Su j  2, contrary to previously proved jSz_u j − jSz [ Su j  1.
Thus w.z _ u/ D 2 and Sz_u D Sz [ Su . Since Sz_u \ Sx0 D ; D Sz_u \ Sy0 , we
obtain, by Lemma 4.15, that .z _ u/ ^ x0 D l D .z _ u/ ^ y0. By Lemma 4.14, we obtain
.z _ u/ ^ x D l D .z _ u/ ^ y. 2
Now we define critical flats as x1 D x , x2 D y and x3; : : : ; xk , where x3; : : : ; xk are all
maximal flats satisfying conditions w.z/ D 2 and z ^ x D z ^ y D l. We shall prove that if
S is a C-sparse set of type B and S [ t is not C-sparse, then t  xi for some i D 1; 2; : : : k.
First of all we state two more lemmas.
LEMMA 4.17. Suppose that w.u/ D 0 for some u > p 2 l. Then either u  x or u  y.
PROOF. We may assume u D Np, where Np is the largest flat of C p saturated by S. We
obtain r.u_l/ D r.u/C1, hence 1  w.u_l/ D r.u_l/−jSu_l j−1  r.u/−jSu j−1C1 
w.u/C 1 D 1. Hence Su_l D Su and w.u _ l/ D 1. If u _ l  x or u _ l  y, then we are
done. By Lemma 4.13, the other possibility is x0; y0  u _ l.
Since w.x0 _ u/  1 and w.x0 ^ u/ C w.x0 _ u/  w.x0/ C w.u/ D 1, we obtain
w.x0 ^ u/ D 0. It follows that x0  n p, where n p is the smallest element of C p saturated
by S. Similarly, y0  n p. It means x0 ^ y0  n p contrary to x0 ^ y0  x ^ y D l. 2
LEMMA 4.18. Let there be a saturated flat u > p 2 l. Let z > p 2 l be such that
w.z/ D 1 and z ^ Np D p. Then either z  x or z  y or w.z _ l/ D 2 and .z _ l/ ^ x D
.z _ l/ ^ y D l.
PROOF. We have r.z _ l/ D r.z/ C 1, hence 1  w.z _ l/ D r.z _ l/ − jSz_l j − 1 
r.z/− jSz j − 1C 1 D w.z/C 1 D 2. Moreover, w.Np _ l/ D 1, hence SNp_l D SNp .
If w.z _ l/ D 1, then either z _ l  x or z _ l  y or x0; y0  z _ l, by Lemma 4.13.
Since we have w.Np _ l/ D 1 and we may assume by Lemma 4.17 that, say, Np  x . If
.Np _ l/ ^ .z _ l/ > l, then w..Np _ l/ ^ .z _ l// D 1. Since SNp_l D SNp , we obtain
jSNp \ Sz_l j  2. But SNp ^ Sz D ; and jSz_l j D jSz j C 1.This contradiction proves
.Np _ l/ ^ .z _ l/ D l and Np _ l; z _ l is a 1-pair. By Lemma 4.11, we obtain z _ l  y.
Now consider the case w.z _ l/ D 2. Then Sz_l D Sz . Since Sz \ SNp D ; and
SNp_l D SNp , x0  Np _ l, we obtain Sz_l \ Sx0 D ;. Similarly, Sz_l \ Sy0 D ;. By
Lemma 4.15 we obtain that .z _ l/ ^ x0 D .z _ l/ ^ y0 D l. By Lemma 4.14, we conclude
that .z _ l/ ^ x D .z _ l/ ^ y D l. 2
LEMMA 4.19. If z ^ l D 0 and w.z/ D 0, then either z  x or z  y or w.z _ l/ D 2 and
.z _ l/ ^ x D .z _ l/ ^ y D l.
PROOF. Since l is a modular line, we have r.z_l/ D r.z/C2. Suppose that w.z_l/ D 1.
Then jSz_l j − jSz j D 1. Moreover, by Lemma 4.13, either z _ l  x or z _ l  y or
z _ l  x0; y0. In the first two cases we are done. So assume z _ l  x0; y0. Hence
Sx0 ; Sy0  Sz_l . But Sx0 6D ; 6D Sy0 and Sx0 \ Sy0 D ;, thus we obtain that either
Sz \ Sx0 6D ; or Sz \ Sy0 6D ;.
So we may assume that Sz \ Sx0 6D ;. Then r.z ^ x0/  2 and w.z ^ x0/Cw.z _ x0/ 
w.z/ C w.x0/ D 1. Since w.z _ x0/  1, we obtain w.z ^ x0/ D 0, w.z _ x0/ D 1 and
Sz_x0 D Sz [ Sx0 . However, z _ x0 D z _ l, thus Sz_l D Sz [ Sx0 . It follows that the unique
element m 2 Sz_l − Sz belongs to Sx0 . Thus also Sz \ Sy0 6D ;.
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But then, also Sz_l D Sz [ Sy0 . Thus m 2 Sx0 \ Sy0 , contrary to x0 ^ y0  x ^ y D l.
The remaining possibility is w.z_l/ D w.z/C2. Then Sz_l D Sz . If z_l  x or z_l  y,
then we are done. Now if .z _ l/\ x0 D l D .z _ l/\ y0, then .z _ l/\ x D l D .z _ l/\ y,
by Lemma 4.14.
So suppose that, say, .z _ l/ \ x0 > l. Then either Sz_l \ Sx0 6D ; or Sz_l \ Sy0 6D ;. If
Sz_l\Sx0 6D ;, then also Sz\Sx0 6D ;. Thus w.z^x0/  0. We obtain w.z_x0/Cw.z^x0/ 
w.z/ C w.x0/ D 1. Since w.z _ x0/  1, we obtain that w.z ^ x0/ D 0, w.z _ x0/ D 1
and Sz_x0 D Sz [ Sx0 . But z _ x0 > l, hence also z _ x0  y0, by Lemma 4.13. Thus
Sy0  Sz_x0 D Sz [ Sx0 . But Sx0 \ Sy0 D ;, therefore Sy0  Sz .
In particular, Sy0 \ Sz 6D ;, hence w.z ^ y0/ D 0 and Sz^y0 D Sy0 . Thus, every line of S
under y0 is already contained in z^y0. Since w.y0/ D 1, we obtain that r.y0/ D r.z^y0/C1.
From semimodularity we obtain r.z _ y0/ D r.z/ C 1. But this is in contradiction with
r.z _ l/ D r.z/C 2 and z _ l  z _ y0.
The case .z_l/\y0 > l is dealt with similarly. This contradiction proves that .z_l/^x0 D
l D .z _ l/ ^ y0. By Lemma 4.14, we also obtain that .z _ l/ ^ x D l D .z _ l/ ^ y. 2
THEOREM 4B. Suppose that S is a C-sparse set such that there exist two flats x; y > l
such that w.x/ D w.y/ D 1 and x ^ y D l. Set x1 D x , x2 D y and let x3; : : : ; xk be all
maximal flats satisfying the conditions w.z/ D 2 and z ^ x D l D z ^ y. Then
(a) the set S [ t , where t 2 L M − .S [ l/ is not C-sparse if and only if t  xi for some
i D 1; : : : ; k.
(b) If S; T are C-sparse and jSj < jT j, then there exists t 2 T − S such that S [ t is
C-sparse.
PROOF. (a) There are four possibilities how S [ t can fail to be C-sparse.
(1) The set S [ t is not sparse. It means that t  z for some flat z saturated by S. If
z 6 p for any p 2 l, then, by Lemmas 4.17 and 4.19, either z _ l  x or z _ l  y or
.z _ l/^ x D l D .z _ l/^ y and w.z _ l/ D 2. In the former case, t  z  z _ l  x1
or t  z  z _ l  x2. In the latter one, z  z _ l  xi for some i D 3; : : : ; k.
(2) The set S[ t is sparse but it is not C p-sparse for some p 2 l. In this case, there exists
z 2 C p such that wS.z/ D 1, z ^ Np D p and t  z. By Lemma 4.18, either z  x1
or z  x2 or wS.z _ l/ D 2 and .z _ l/ ^ x D l D .z _ l/ ^ y. Hence z  z _ l  xi
for some i D 3; : : : ; k.
(3) The set S [ t is C p-sparse for every p 2 l but it fails to satisfy condition (ii). Then
there are two elements u; v > l such that u ^ v D l, t  u, and wS.u/ D wS.v/ D 1.
By Lemma 4.11, either u  x; v  y or u  y; v  x . In both cases, either t  x1
or t  x2.
(4) The set S [ t is C p-sparse for all p 2 l but fails to satisfy condition (iii). It means
that there are u; v; z > l such that u ^ v D u ^ z D v ^ z D l, wS.u/ D wS.v/ D 1,
wS.z/ D 2, and t  z. Then either z  x or z  y or z ^ x0 D l D z ^ y0 and, by
Lemma 4.14, also z^ x D l D z^ y. Thus, either t  x D x1 or t  y D x2 or t  xi
for some i D 3; : : : ; k.
Conversely, if t  x1 D x or t  x2 D y, then the set T D S [ t fails to satisfy condition
(ii). And if t  xi for some i D 3; : : : ; k, then T fails to satisfy condition (iii).
(b) We have xi ^ x j D l for all pairs of different indices i; j D 1; : : : ; k, by Lemma 4.16.
Hence Sxi \ Sx j D ;. Thus jSj D
Pk
iD1 jSxi j, since wS.s/ D 0 for every s 2 S, hence
s  xi for some i D 1; : : : ; k, by Lemmas 4.17 and 4.19.
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Since jSxi j D −wS.xi /Cr.xi /−1, we obtain jSj D
Pk
iD1.r.xi /−3/C2. By part (a), S[ t
is not C-sparse if and only if t  xi for some i D 1; : : : ; k. For every i D 1; : : : ; k we have
jTxi j D −wT .xi /C r.xi /− 1. Since T is sparse, we have wT .xi /  0 for all i , and because
T is C-sparse it satisfies the conditions (ii) and (iii). If wT .xi / D 0 for some i D 1; : : : ; k,
then wT .x j /  2 for all j 6D i . Hence PkjD1 jTx j j  PkiD1.r.xi / − 3/ C 2 D jSj in this
case. If wT .xi / D wT .x j / D 1, then by condition (iii), wT .xm/  2 for all m 6D i; j . Thus,
also in this case, we obtain
Pk
mD1 jTxm j 
Pk
mD1.r.xm/ − 3/ C 2 D jSj. Therefore, in
both cases, the number of those t 2 T such that S [ t is not C-sparse is at most jSj. Since
jSj < jT j, there exists t 2 T such that S [ t is C-sparse. 2
The remaining two cases are much easier and in fact they can be reduced to the point
and ordinary Dilworth truncation.
4.3. Case C.
LEMMA 4.20. Let S be a C-sparse set satisfying the condition C of Lemma 4.1 and let p
be the unique point of l such that there exists a flat u > l saturated by S. If t 2 L − l is a
line of M , then T D S [ t is C-sparse if and only if it is C p-sparse.
PROOF. If S [ t is C-sparse, then it is C p-sparse for any p 2 l.
Suppose conversely that S[ t is not C-sparse. Since S is a C-sparse set and neither A nor
B of Lemma 4.1 occur, we obtain that wS.x/  1 for every x 2 Cl and wS.x/CwS.y/  3
for any x; y 2 Cl such that x ^ y D l. We also have wT .x/  wS.x/ − 1 for any flat x ,
where the equality holds if and only if t  x . Thus, if x; y > l are such that x ^ y D l,
then either wT .x/ D wS.x/ or wT .y/ D wS.y/ or both. In any case, wT .x/ C wT .y/ 
wS.x/C wS.y/− 1  2.
Moreover, if z > l is a third flat of Cl such that also x ^ z D y ^ z D l, then t is under
at most one of the elements x; y; z. The S-weight of at most one of the elements x; y; z is
equal to 1. Thus wS.x/CwS.y/CwS.z/  5 and wT .x/CwT .y/CwT .z/  4. Hence T
satisfies both (ii) and (iii).
Since p is the only point of l, such that there is a saturated flat u > p, we have that
wS.x/  1 for every x > q 6D p, q 2 l. Thus if x; y is a decomposition of Cq , then
wS.x/CwS.y/  2. Since t is under at most one of the elements x; y, we obtain wT .x/C
wT .y/  1. So if T is not Cq -sparse, then there exists a flat z such that wS.z/ D 0 and
t  z. But then the set T is also not C p-sparse.
The only remaining possibility is that there exists a decomposition x; y of C p such that
wT .x/C wT .y/ D 0. Also in this case T is not C p-sparse. 2
Since S satisfies the condition C of Lemma 4.1, there exists a flat x > p saturated by S.
Let Np D x0 be the largest flat of C p saturated by S and let x1; : : : ; xl be all other maximal
C p saturated flats. Then we can restate parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.8 in the following
way.
THEOREM 4C. Let S  L M − l be a C-sparse set satisfying condition C of Lemma 4.1
and x0 D Np; x1; : : : ; xk be all maximal C p-saturated flats. Then
(a) the set S [ t , where t 2 L M − .S [ l/ is not C-sparse if and only if t  xi for some
i D 0; 1; : : : ; k.
(b) If S; T are C-sparse and jSj < jT j, then there exists t 2 T − S such that S [ t is
C-sparse.
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PROOF. (a) By Lemma 4.20, the set S[ t is not C-sparse if and only if it is not C p-sparse.
By Theorem 3.8(b), it is the case if and only if t  xi for some i D 0; 1; : : : ; k.
(b) It follows from Theorem 3.8(a). 2
4.4. Case D. The remaining case D of Lemma 4.1 means that there are no two different
elements x; y > l such that x ^ y D l and wS.x/ D wS.y/ D 1 and there is no element
x > p saturated by S for any p 2 l. Under these conditions we can prove the following
lemma.
LEMMA 4.21. Let S be a C-sparse set satisfying condition D of Lemma 4.1. If t 2 L M− l
is a line of M , then S [ t is C-sparse if and only if it is sparse.
PROOF. If S [ t is C-sparse, then it is sparse.
Suppose conversely that S [ t is not C-sparse. Since S does not satisfy conditions A and
B of Lemma 4.1, we obtain, by Lemma 4.20, that S [ t is not C p-sparse for some p 2 l.
Since there is also no x > p saturated by S for any p < l, we obtain, by Lemma 3.1, that
S [ t is not sparse. 2
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5 we obtain the following result.
THEOREM 4D. Suppose that S is a C-sparse set satisfying condition D of Lemma 4.1.
Then
(a) the set S [ t , where t 2 L M − .S [ l/ is not C-sparse if and only if t  x for some
maximal flat x saturated by S.
(b) If S; T are C-sparse and jSj < jT j, then there exists t 2 T − S such that S [ t is
C-sparse.
PROOF. By Lemma 4.21, the set S [ t is not C-sparse if and only if it is not sparse.
Hence part (a) follows from Theorem 2.5(b). Part (b) follows from Theorem 2.5(a). 2
Summarizing Theorems 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D we obtain parts (a) and (b) of the last theorem
of the paper.
THEOREM 4.22. (a) The set of C-sparse sets is the set of independent sets of a matroid
MC on the set L M − l.
(b) If S is a C-sparse set and t 2 L M − .S [ l/, then t depends on S in MC if and only if
there is a maximal flat x C-saturated by S such that t  x .
(c) Two C-sparse sets generate the same flat of MC if and only if the set of maximal flats
C-saturated by S coincides with the set of maximal flats C-saturated by T .
PROOF. It remains to prove part (c). If the maximal flats C-saturated by S coincide with
with the maximal flats C-saturated by T , then a line t 2 L M − l depends on S if and only
if it depends on T . This proves that both S and T generated the same flat in MC .
Suppose conversely that C-saturated sets S and T generate the same flat in MC . Then
jSj D jT j. We again distinguish four cases depending on which of the conditions A, B, C,
D of Lemma 4.1 the set S satisfies.
Let S satisfy the condition A and let x1; : : : xk be the maximal flats C-saturated by S.
Then the sets Sxi , i D 1; : : : ; k are mutually disjoint, by Lemma 4.6, and the same is true for
the sets Txi . Hence jSj D
Pk
iD1 jSxi j. In the proof of Theorem 4A(b) we proved that jSj DPk
iD1.r.xi /− 3/C 2. Since S and T generate the same flat in mC , we have for every t 2 T
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that t  xi for some i D 1; : : : ; k. Thus T D SkiD1 Txi . For every i D 1; : : : ; k we havejTxi j D −wT .xi /Cr.xi /−1. Since T is sparse, we obtain wT .xi /  0 for all i , and because
T is C-sparse it satisfies the conditions (ii) and (iii). If wT .xi / D 0 for some i D 1; : : : ; k,
then wT .x j /  2 for all j 6D i . Hence jT j D PkiD1 jTxi j  PkiD1.r.xi / − 3/ C 2 D jSj.
Thus, the equality holds everywhere and this proves that every xi is C-saturated by T .
If wT .xi / D wT .x j / D 1 for some i; j , then by condition (iii), wT .xm/  2 for every
m 6D i; j . Thus, also in this case, we obtain jT j DPkmD1 jTxm j PkmD1.r.xm/− 3/C 2 DjSj. Hence, also in this case, the equality holds everywhere and every xi is C-saturated by
T . Thus every xi is contained in a maximal flat C-saturated by T .
The proofs in the cases of S satisfying conditions B, C, D are quite the same. Hence, in
all cases, we obtain that every maximal flat C-saturated by S is contained in a maximal flat
C-saturated by T . In the same way, we prove that every maximal flat C-saturated by T is
contained in a maximal flat C-saturated by S. Therefore, the set of maximal flats C-saturated
by S is the same as the set of maximal flats C-saturated by T . 2
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